
	  

	  

October 8, 2013 
The Art of Disempowerment  

 

I want you to look at this 
picture. We’ll get back to it in a 
bit.  It all comes down to 
everything in this photograph: 
“Justice for the Victims of 
Abuse”, Who Is Looking Out 
for Us Kids?”, “Who is 
looking out for the KIDS of 
Spirit Lake?” and “Children 
ARE the Future.” 

Now,	  I	  want	  you	  to	  go	  online	  
and	  read	  this	  article	  in	  Havre	  
Daily	  News.	  It	  is	  an	  excellent	  
article	  by	  Justin Pritchard and 
P. Solomon Banda: “Tribal 

Troubles: Funds Stolen, No Punishment”.  

It brings to light the plight of people living under corruption in just a handful of tribes, 
but it turns over that nasty rock that reveals that this IS the policy and the Practice of 
the BIA, HHS, and the DOJ throughout Indian Country.  (And you thought it was just 
Spirit Lake Nation?) 

It talks about funds being stolen by those in Tribal Power or running Tribal programs. 
Tens of thousands, even millions of dollars, and the government being fully aware of 
it, but doing nothing.   

The excuses the government gives for taking no punitive action against the 
perpetrators is mind-bending, at best.  One minor example: 

“Altogether, employees drained at least a half-million dollars from the 
coffers of a tribe whose members have a median household income 
of about $16,000 a year. 

Federal agencies questioned millions more dollars the Northern 
Arapaho government spent, but decided not to recover any of the 
money - and even increased funding to the tribe.” 

Did you catch that? “Increased funding to the tribe.”?  Not unlike the SMC Scandal 
where the FBI and DOJ, acting on documents and tips from Whistleblowers, had to 
raid the SMC plant back in 2005, because they were deliberately falsifying records of 
quality while actually reducing both the thread count and adding extra resin to ‘make 
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up the weight difference’ in the materials used to make Body Armor and shielding 
blankets for our troops in Iraq and Afghanistan.  This practice, of course, made the 
armor not only brittle, but worthless.  Do you think any of our troops were killed 
because the armor they were wearing wouldn’t stop a rock, much less a bullet?  

No one went to jail. No one was fired and the government allowed SMC to sue the 
whistleblowers, who had no protection (like that body armor for our troops) from the 
government.  

Again we see the pattern of corruption being reported and the only ones to lose their 
jobs are the ones who spoke up. They were then sued for speaking up. They won 
their case, mind you, but at what cost? Who paid for that? 

Even as the raid was going on, and the FBI and their Ninja suited assault team were 
raiding the plant, (then) Senator Byron Dorgan was hard at work getting their 
contract secured at triple the previous amount because “they had to fix” what they 
broke.   

Who paid? The Taxpayers paid for the original contract which was handed to the 
corrupt. We paid for the ‘make up’ contract which was 3 times as great.  The 
whistleblowers lost their jobs and had to defend themselves in court. Oh yeah, and 
troops were equipped with inferior, dangerous armor.  No reports of troops dying 
because of inferior armor? That’s because the government would not allow those 
reports to happen.  

Fast forward to the Child Trafficking and abuse scandals now plaguing the rez.  
Millions and millions of taxpayer dollars went into the hands of the corrupt who 
pocketed it and have never worried for a minute they would be in court--- unless of 
course they decide to sue the whistle blowers.   

Children are being raped, children are being murdered. Children are dying.  None of 
the culprits are worried they will go to jail. They can expect and have received, 
additional funding.  

The article has nailed down the government’s excuses for all of this corruption going 
unpunished in a couple of sentences:  

“Fraud and theft occur across the range of nonprofits and local 
governments that get federal money. But tribes are five times as 
likely as other recipients of federal funds to have "material 
weaknesses" that create an opportunity for abuses, according to the 
review. Overall, 1 in 4 audits concluded that tribal governments, 
schools or housing authorities had a material weakness in their 
federally funded programs; the rate was 1 in 20 for nontribal 
programs.” 
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Why? Because:  

"It's basically a reluctance to take on tribes. The Department of the 
Interior bends over backwards to be their friends," said Earl Devaney, 
the former inspector general at the department that houses the 
bureaus of Indian Affairs and Indian Education. "It's 'make nice,' and 
what you don't know, you don't know." 

…Among grant programs with a significant track record in a 
government database of audits, tribes ran 16 of the 20 with the 
highest rates of rule-breaking. …. Most prominent were programs 
funded by Interior's bureaus of Indian Affairs and Indian Education 
and the Indian Health Service, under the Department of Health and 
Human Services. 

And then there’s the ‘We Pity the Indians’ as I call it, excuse: 

“Even when auditors raise concerns, there is no guarantee that tribal 
leaders will be investigated or prosecuted. Several auditors said their 
contracts were not renewed after they uncovered self-enrichment by 
tribal leaders. 

During her years as a lawyer at the U.S. Senate Committee on Indian 
Affairs, Allison Binney said she heard some agency officials say they 
weren't interested in recovering funds because of "how many times a 
particular tribe was taken advantage of by the federal government.'” 

…Another justification for inaction Binney heard: A tribe is too poor 
to pay back federal funds.” 

You really must read that article. It’s thoroughly researched and it has so much more 
in it.  

Now, look at those excuses: “They aren’t interested in recovering funds” is key. 
That’s because so many of these programs that are corrupted not only enrich the 
program Directors and their families and cronies, as well as the Tribal Councils 
getting their cut, but the money also goes into other directions they don’t want 
anyone looking.  

Corrupt Tribal Governments are the perfect vehicle for laundering billions of taxpayer 
dollars through them, unaudited, not tracked, not pursued for recovery.  You think 
some of that money is not going right back into the coffers of some of those very well 
established politicians and their associates?   

They are the ones stopping the investigations.  It has nothing to do with the tribes 
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being too poor to pay the money back. It has to do with empowering the corrupt and 
disempowering anyone that would challenge them or the system that breeds them.  

The mafia never paid back any of the money they stole from their rackets.  But they 
went to jail.  Sending people to jail is supposed to discourage them from criminal 
enterprises. If you refuse to send them to jail, and in fact, you increase their funding, 
what behaviors are you encouraging?  

For those in government to act as if there is nothing they can do, when clearly, all 
they have to do is send people whom they know are stealing, raping, murdering, to 
jail, is because the government is complicit in these crimes themselves.  They are 
involved in making sure that the criminal enterprises continue, without the stress of 
ever having to go to jail for stealing millions, child trafficking or any other racket they 
want to run on the rez.  

I found it fascinating, one last quote here, and this one boggles me for the one 
element that is missing:  

Sergio Maldonado, a Northern Arapaho member who is diversity 
coordinator at Central Wyoming College in Riverton, said tribes 
generally are just finding their self-governance footing after years of 
being under federal control. He said there are four goals for a 
successful tribal government - "academic preparation, professional 
experience, a collective consensus for the benefit of the tribe and an 
ethical set of guidelines." 

You see? It’s all about business. It’s about attracting businesses. You know, so they 
can take advantage of the huge tax incentives, the lack of any oversight by any 
government agency.  He talks about “ethical guidelines” but he leaves out the most 
important element needed for any community to succeed: “Justice”.  

Without Justice, you have at best, a highly successful criminal operation.  Without 
Justice, the people are disempowered and have no recourse.  Corruption not being 
penalized only encourages more corruption.  

“Ethical Guidelines”? Really? Without Justice, where’s the incentive? Word noise. 

Bring into this mix, even more government money, either directly or through grants 
given to foundations which in turn “Nation Build” –code for “Make it business 
friendly” which is code for “unregulated, unaudited, little or no taxes, cheap labor, no 
government oversight on pollution or safety…” You know, the things that ‘get in the 
way of profits’.  

And those “Businesses” have a lot of power in the Halls of government.  They have 
lobbyists who write the laws that make government the lap dog of abusive, greedy 
businesses.  They make huge contributions to the elected, to keep our government 
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in gridlock and chaos so they can, while we’re all worried where our next paycheck 
is coming from, sneak in more tax breaks for themselves and more deregulation so 
we can’t see what damage they are doing and when we do, we can’t sue them for it.  

Money going in, by the millions and billions, with no one watching over how it is 
used, spent, misused, stolen, is not a recipe for ‘success’. It is the framework for an 
Enduring Criminal Conspiracy.  

You think that what happens in Indian Country doesn’t affect you and me out here? 
You’re very wrong. It is the tunnel through which billions of dollars, both from our 
taxes (because we pay), and from corporate profits which are shielded by the 
corrupt practices, go into the hands of those who then tell our government that we 
can’t have health care, we can’t fix our roads and bridges, we can’t pay our troops a 
livable wage and they have to go on food stamps (which we also pay for), while they 
shut down women’s health clinics, try to make laws that require women to inform 
their employers of what birth control they are taking and when their cycles are, and 
the employer can fire them if they don’t (Yes, they tried to make that a law)…  

All this insanity where we are chasing and yelling at each other, the “Make them 
Fight one another” strategy, up to and including both an unnecessary shut down of 
government (because they want a law repealed that both saves us money and gives 
us healthcare at affordable rates), and now are threatening to literally default on the 
debt and throw the global economy into a tailspin.   

Now, if the economy goes into the toilet, people will have to sell everything they 
have, for next to nothing, just to survive.  The banks, which have not been punished, 
only minor fines, for having illegally foreclosed on homes in the last economic crash, 
are poised to do it all again.   

The billionaires that are promoting all this will scoop up all the properties and 
resources that are sold off at fire sale prices or for free if they can steal them, while 
we are scrambling to put food on the table in homes we lose to fraud and theft.  

There are people who want this economy to weaken so they can overtake it.  Where 
do you think they get the most of their money? It comes from us. It is funneled 
through the corruption in Indian Country.  There it is protected from anyone ever 
seeing what happens to it because the government, controlled by these powerful 
interests, often disguised as ‘foundations’ and such, have decided for some reason, 
not to allow justice in Indian Country.  

These ‘foundations’ and such, which declare they are there to encourage enterprise, 
receive most of their funding from huge corporations (Oil, Gas, & other resource 
extraction entities) and from Government Grants (for their ‘good works’) and they 
pay no taxes because they are ‘non profits’.  (Non Profits is a huge misnomer. They 
are extremely wealthy.  But they don’t call it ‘profits’ because they don’t produce a 
‘product’. ) 
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Indian Country is the perfect vehicle for all this money, especially our tax dollars, 
directly and indirectly, to be laundered back into the hands of the very powerful, and 
those in government who are controlled by them.  

The excuses for not prosecuting and imprisoning the corrupt in Indian Country, are 
weak and illogical.  It only makes sense if you realize the goal is to maximize profits 
and keep the people disempowered so they can never, ever, alter that working 
model of money laundering.  

There is no greater tool for disempowering people than to take away from them any 
hope of Justice for crimes committed against them individually or as a community.  

And when you factor in the kind of damage that can be done to a person’s life by 
allowing them, from infancy, to be raped, abused, neglected without any penalty to 
those who commit those crimes against them, or to those who enable and allow 
those crimes, you get generations of Human Wreckage with no sense of self-worth, 
and whose options in life are limited to violence, suicide and addictions.  

No, the tribes don’t need ‘Nation Building’--- they need Justice.  

Now, you see how government is the tool of powerful moneyed interests that have a 
huge stake in keeping Indian Country out of sight, out of mind.   

You’ve seen our own government become so gridlocked and dysfunctional that we 
are staring into the abyss of a global economic crash which will benefit a few very 
powerful families in this world, and you can start to put the pieces of this puzzle 
together.  

If we don’t demand Justice for those in Indian Country, we will never have Peace or 
security in our own daily lives.  

You see the children being abused, murdered and you hear the stories of them 
being raped and no one goes to jail. Especially if they are connected to the corrupt. 

The article quoted earlier details how the government refuses to enforce the laws or 
bring justice.  

If you want this to change, you must, we must all of us, pressure our elected, from 
the PTA to the Presidency, to stop enabling the corruption in Indian Country and to 
allow Justice for the people who are speaking out and struggling to overcome an 
overwhelming force of systematically encouraged abuses of children, resources and 
money.  

Until we see that there are real consequences, where the corrupt are dealt serious 
prison terms, and the children are again safe in good homes that care for them… 
until we can see that there, nothing in our lives is safe or secure.  
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Kiss those retirement funds goodbye. Those 401Ks that took a dive in the last economic 
meltdown? They’re almost back to where they were 5 years ago before this? Hah! 
They’re going down, baby! Those financial institutions you trusted? They don’t care 
about you. They have multi-billion dollar bonuses to hand out as they tank.  

We are ALL Connected. The powerful that get away with this are very much connected 
to the powerful that encourage the corruption and who prevent any Justice from entering 
Indian Country.   

Justice is how we thrive as a community and as a nation.  Enterprise thrives for all of us 
when there is Justice.  Without Justice, only the most powerful thrive, and they take 
everything we have.  

Meanwhile, those kids at the beginning of this blog, holding up those signs? Think about 
it. If you want things to change, you have to make it change for them first.   

The corrupt will roll over on each other and it will be an avalanche of corruption rolling 
down that mountain of bullshit that has been keeping all of us down for decades.   

We are going to have to hold on tight, to one another, to survive this when it does. We 
are going to have to stick together and demand Justice in all corners--- especially those 
dark corners in Indian Country where the worst of this has been thriving --- out of sight, 
disguised as ‘enterprise’ and ‘business’ and “Nation Building” for all this time.  It’s time to 
scrutinize all foundations that take our Tax Dollars & huge corporate “donations”. 

We are going to see some of our heroes revealed as corrupt and they will fall. We will 
see some who were maligned revealed as shining examples of integrity.  Everything will 
change.  

Or we can do nothing, and everything will get worse, for all of us.  

It starts with Justice for those kids. Especially those still alive who are being abused, 
trafficked and ignored by the very powerful people in BIA, DOJ, HHS.  Those powerful 
people are corrupt.  They protect the corrupt.  

We dismantle the monster one tentacle at a time.  We must do this together.  We start in 
Spirit Lake, we look everywhere.  

Demand Justice. Demand Action.  

Don’t ever quit.  

You know where to find me.  

~Cat 


